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Introduces dinosaurs, including how scientists know they existed, what they ate, how they
cared for their young, and what the descendants of dinosaurs may look like today.
Developed by National Geographic in consultation with literacy education experts, a series of
high-interest, exciting and easy-to-read books contain simple text, National Geographic
photography and kid-friendly design, as well as loads of information about subjects that really
matter to kids. Simultaneous.
A latest entry in the series that includes Lion Rescue shares real-life adventure stories, handson activities and engaging wolf facts while revealing what everyday kids can do to support wolf
conservation efforts. Simultaneous.
Mysterious, cunning, smart, and sleek, foxes are one of kids' favorite animals. Learn all about
this fantastic forest canine! Packed with beautiful and engaging photos, this new leveled reader
dives into the amazing world of foxes. Kids will learn all about fascinating foxes, including
where they live, how they hunt, and what their families are like. National Geographic Readers'
combination of expert-vetted text, brilliant images, and a fun approach to reading have proved
to be a winning formula with kids, parents, and educators. Level 2 text provides accessible, yet
wide-ranging information for kids ready to read on their own, perfect to encourage the
scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Discover the wonder of wolves from Emmy-award winning filmmakers Jim and Jamie Dutcher
as they tell their story of the six years they watched, learned about, and lived with the Sawtooth
wolf pack. Adventure, friendship, and family come together in this riveting memoir as two
award-winning filmmakers take you through the experience of the years they spent living in the
wild with a real-life wolf pack. Jim and Jamie set out to show the world that instead of fearsome
beasts, wolves are social, complex, and incredible creatures that deserve our protection. Deep
in the mountain wilderness of Idaho, they set up Wolf Camp, where they spent years capturing
the emotional, exciting, and sometimes heartbreaking story of their pack. Meet Kamots, the
fearless leader. Learn from wise Matsi. Explore the forest with shy Lakota. And watch as
adorable pups grow from silly siblings to a devoted pack. See how these brave wolves
overcome all odds, battling mountain lions and frigid temperatures. Most of all, discover the
surprising kindness, compassion, and devotion that Jim and Jamie discovered by living with
wolves.
They run in packs, stalk their prey, and howl at the moon. And no matter where you are—they're
always lurking somewhere nearby. Wolves, the predatory puppy dogs of the wild, are feared
and loved by people everywhere. But are they misunderstood? In this fascinating level 2
reader, you'll learn that there's much more to being a wolf than most people could ever believe.
Did you know that each pack has a pecking order? That wolves can "talk" to each other using
body language? Or that they're actually not out to attack humans, they usually leave people
well enough alone? Full of incredible photographs and interesting information, Wolves will
appeal to all kids.
Introduces sperm whales, including their different body parts, how they travel in groups, what
they eat, and how they care for their young.
A look at the intriguing world of wolves.
In the tradition of Peter Matthiessen's Wildlife in America or Aldo Leopold, Brenda Peterson
tells the 300-year history of wild wolves in America. It is also our own history, seen through our
relationship with wolves. The earliest Americans revered them. Settlers zealously exterminated
them. Now, scientists, writers, and ordinary citizens are fighting to bring them back to the wild.
Peterson, an eloquent voice in the battle for twenty years, makes the powerful case that
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without wolves, not only will our whole ecology unravel, but we'll lose much of our national
soul.
Adorably cute and amazingly fast, the cheetah is a perennial favorite among kids. This
National Geographic Reader will delight kids with beautiful photographs and mind-boggling
facts about this majestic and mysterious cat. Did you know a cheetah can go from 0 to 60 mph
in less than 3 seconds? True to the National Geographic Kids’ style and trusted reputation,
snack size bites of information provide easily digestible learning that fulfills both the reader’s
curiosity and sense of achievement. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA
Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
"Facts about animals in Africa, for young readers"-You know fireflies glow in the dark, but did you know there are many other animals that make
their own light? Dive deep into the ocean, soar high in the sky, and explore the forest and
desert floors to discover animals that glow. Explore the wonderful world of bioluminescence
and biofluorescence in this National Geographic Kids Co-reader. Learn how and why animals
emit light. Discover their incredible colors in stunning photography of eels, corals, frogs, and
more. National Geographic Kids Readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category,
and this book builds upon that success with a new approach--parents and children reading
together. With the same combination of careful text, brilliant photographs, and fun approach to
high-interest subjects that has proved to be a winning formula with kids, National Geographic
Co-readers provide one page of adult read-aloud and one page of kid read-aloud text on each
spread, building toward a collaborative reading experience.
Shares real-life adventure stories, hands-on activities, and engaging wolf facts while revealing
what everyday readers can do to support wolf conservation efforts.
Combines facts with photographs of volcanoes and earthquake-affected regions to introduce
readers to such topics as underwater volcanoes and plate tectonics while offering insight into
the world-changing power of natural disasters.
It's Greenfield's first dog show! The Aldens meet all kinds of dogs, from a spotted Dalmatian to
a big, hairy sheepdog. But then strange pranks start happening at the show, and no one knows
why. Can the children find the culprit and save the day?
Provides facts about wolves, including their habitat, packs, and feeding habits.

When wolves were eliminated from Yellowstone National Park the natural system was
out of balance. Shows the return of the wolves to the park and the natural balance
being restored.
For Zeb Hogan, bigger is better – especially when it comes to fish. From sawfish to
alligator gars to giant stingrays, Zeb's on a mission to save the world's freshwater
giants. In this cool Chapter book, you'll join Zeb on amazing – and TRUE – adventures
with supersize swimmers.
Saving our planet's most endangered and threatened creatures is the mission of this
new, dynamic series from National Geographic that features an amazing narrative for
each animal, plus an exciting layered design highlighting beautiful photography and
amazing true stories of adventure with animals. A portion of the proceeds goes to
support activities or research that will help save that animal. Simultaneous.
They’re SSSSLITHERY! SLIPPERY! They creep us out! But get to know them and
you’ll find snakes private, quiet types who just want a cool, shady place to call home.
From the tip of their forked tongues, to skin that sheds, to the rattles on certain tails,
these creatures have secrets all kids will love. Cool photos and fun facts slip us inside
their surprising world.
This charming reference book takes a closer look at the different ways people move
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from place to place, whether it is in a car, subway, hang glider, or submarine. More than
100 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text that explains how racecars,
bicycles, rockets, and so many other modes of transportation work. This book inspires
kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
A quirky compendium of animal chatterboxes Ever wanted to talk to a tiger? Or chatter
with a cheetah? Or yak with a yak? This book brings together a babble of more than
100 beasties and explores the amazing ways they talk to each other. From fish that fart
to alligators that dunk to fire worms that flash, you’ll discover that wildlife have the
strangest ways of sending a message . . .
Imagine living with a pack of wolves! For National Geographic wildlife documentarians
Jim and Jamie Dutcher, that dream came true. Join the Dutchers as they discover what
life is like among wolves in the western wilderness. Filled with engaging photos, fast
facts, and fascinating sidebars, readers will be howling for more.
The monarch butterfly, one of the most seemingly delicate of all of nature’s animals,
proves to be one of the toughest in this reader. Making the yearly trip from the Northern
United States and Canada to the Oyamel forest of Mexico is no easy task, and it takes
five generations of butterflies in order to do so. Battling cold temperatures and the
threat of starvation, these beautiful insects complete an almost 3,000 mile journey over
the course of two months, only to have to turn and around and head back home.
National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
A collaboration by an award-winning author and the paleontologist renowned for the
discovery of Australopithecus sidiba chronicles the riveting story behind one of the most
significant archaeological discoveries of all time, explaining its significance for
understanding human evolution and how it is shaping the thinking of the scientific
community.
Combines engaging facts with photography in a species portrait that reveals the real-life
survival challenges that have caused lions to become endangered, sharing information
about what kids can do to help.
Filled with fun facts and amazing photographs, an in-depth look at amazing weather
includes real-life encounters as documented by National Geographic tornado chaser,
Tim Samaras. Simultaneous.
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great whites, hammerheads, and more.
Scientists tell hair-raising tales about encounters. With its awesome facts and actionpacked images, this book brings kids close to the mysterious lives of
sharks."--Amazon.com.
"Chronicles the life of Edward S. Curtis and his 20-volume life's work, The North
American Indian"-Lakota is shy and the lowest-ranking and frequently picked-on member of a wolf pack
until he finally finds that supportive and nurturing friend he's always wanted.
Provides an introduction to geography that focuses on the animals found on each
continent, including descriptions of common animals, simple pictorial maps, and profiles
of endangered species.
Presents the life of sea turtles, including where they travel, how they build nests, and
what they eat.
The inhabitants of Green Knowe become involved with black magic when a modern-day witch
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attempts to find books of witchcraft supposedly hidden in the old house by a mad seventeenthcentury alchemist.
A photographic tribute to the authors' work as wolf caregivers and advocates documents their
efforts with the Sawtooth Pack in Idaho and features a passionate argument for reintroducing
and protecting wild wolves.
This lush book of photography represents National Geographic's Photo Ark, a major crossplatform initiative and lifelong project by photographer Joel Sartore to make portraits of the
world's animals-especially those that are endangered. His powerful message, conveyed with
humor, compassion, and art- to know these animals is to save them.Sartore intends to
photograph every animal in captivity in the world. He is circling the globe, visiting zoos and
wildlife rescue centers to create studio portraits of 12,000 species, with an emphasis on those
facing extinction. He has photographed more than 6,000 already and now, thanks to a multiyear partnership with National Geographic, he may reach his goal. This book showcases his
animal portraits- from tiny to mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow to the greater
one-horned rhinoceros. Paired with the eloquent prose of veteran wildlife writer Douglas
Chadwick, this book presents a thought-provoking argument for saving all the species of our
planet.
A howling wolf, a stalking tiger, a playful panda, a dancing bird - pairing the stunning
photography of National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore with the delicate poetry of
Newbery award-winning author Kwame Alexander, this lush picture book celebrates the
beauty, diversity, and fragility of the animal world. Featuring more than 40 unique animal
portraits, the pages invite kids to explore each creature's markings, textures, and attributes in
stunning detail, while calling on all of us to help protect each and every one. Three picturepacked gatefolds inside showcase even more familiar and exotic species. These images are
part of Sartore's lifelong project to photograph every animal in the world, with special attention
given to disappearing and endangered species.
Stomp around the African savanna, run around the forests of India, take a mud bath, and more
as you learn all about elephants! Adult and child readers can learn together in this new Level 1
co-reader from National Geographic Kids, full of engaging photos and fun facts.
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